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Research questions

1. What are the determinants of overall 
satisfaction with the holiday – and what are 
the determinants of intentions to return?

2. What are the implications - for research 
and for destination marketing - of the 
findings?  



Five stage model of the buying process

1. Need arousal
2. Information search
3. Evaluation behaviour
4. Purchase decision
5. Postpurchase feelings

Source: Philip Kotler, Marketing Management.



The holiday buying process 
– the 5 main steps

1. Prior holiday experiences, information search and 
information perception 

2. Holiday motives, reasons for coming
3. Holiday purchase decisions
4. Holiday behaviour: Activities undertaken during holiday 
5. Post-holiday evaluation

Source: Own development

Re. 2: Matching demographic characteristics and perceived 
destination - and transportation and accommodation - characteristics



Stages in the holiday buying process – in detail
1. Prior holiday experiences, information search and information perception  

- 1a. Personal prior experience with the destination 

- 1b. Recommendations from others: personal and/or virtual word-of-mouth  

- 1c. Other information sources, including the internet, printed material, travel agents 

2. Holiday motives, reasons for coming 

- 2a. Demographic characteristics of those taking holiday  

- 2b. Motives: Pre-holiday evaluation of perceived destination characteristics and 

distance from markets  

3. Holiday purchase decisions 

- 3a. Choice of destination 

- 3b. Choice of purchase channel 

- 3c. Choice of packaged or non-packaged holidays 

- 3d. Choice of transportation to the destination (unless included in package)  

- 3e. Choice of type of accommodation (unless included in package)  

- 3f. Choice of specific accommodation 

- 3g. Choice of add-on holiday services, prior to or during the holiday 

4. Taking and making the holiday: Activities 

- 4a. Preparing to go – and traveling to the destination 

- 4b. Activities undertaken during holiday, free or fee based pleasures 

- 4c. Returning from the holiday, traveling back home 

5. Post-holiday evaluation 

- 5a. Post-holiday evaluation of the destination: Satisfaction and intention to return  

- 5b. Post-holiday evaluation of the different service elements 

- 5c. Recommendation to others (or not)  

 
Source: Own development 
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8 determinants of intention to return 

1.First time/repeat 
2.Near vs. distant markets 
3.Overall satisfaction with stay 
4.Overall satisfaction with accommodation 
5.Type of accommodation 
6.Certain motives (Q37) 
7.Certain activities (Q39) 
8.Certain key information factors (Q36)



Repeat_leisure

Near market

35.Overall satisfaction with stay

37.People in general

37.Visit friends/family

36b.Prior experience with Denmark

39.Shopping

39.Visit or experience port areas

Camping

37.Child friendly

42a.Overall satisfied with accomodation

39.Relax

37.Special events

36b.Info on Denmark on the internet

Determinants 
of intention 

to return
- positive 



Determinants of 
intention to return – negative 

Centers

36b.Recommendation from friends/family

37.Art exhibition/cultural-historic sight

39.Play with your kids

36b.Catalogues/concrete sales material

39.Swimming in lakes, at beaches

39.Meet new friends or acquaintances

Dependent Variable: 41.Expect to return within 3 years



Determinants of intention to return 



8 determinants of tourist satisfaction

1. Overall accommodation satisfaction
2. Satisfaction with accommodation elements: location, 

price, facilities of the accommodation
3. Motive(s): The Danish people
4. Determining info.: (Good) prior experience with 

Denmark, not catalogues
5. Type of accommodation: Hotels give the best 

satisfaction
6. Activities: Shopping, walking, and relaxing have 

positive effect, not sunbathing
7. Market: Swedes visiting DK are relatively satisfied
8. Age: The elder the more satisfied



Determinants of tourist satisfaction
42a.Overall satisfied with accomodation

42b.Location of place of accomodation

37.People in general

36b.Prior experience with Denmark

42b.Price of accomodation

Hotels

42b.Facilities at accomodation

Shopping_always

42b.The service offered

Walks_always

Swedes

Relax_always

27.b.  Age

Sunbathe_always

36b.Catalogues/concrete sales material

37.Pricelevel/inexpensive

Dependent Variable: 35.Overall satisfaction with stay



Determinants of tourist satisfaction



Accommodation standard, 
accommodation satisfaction, 

overall satisfaction, 
intention to return

Comment: The sequence is as expected. 
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Determinants of intention to return 
- implications for destination 
marketing and development 

- Keep your loyal customers happy, maintain relations with them
- Guests from near markets are likely to come back, if they are 
satisfied. So: Satisfy their expectations, give them realistic 
expectations
- Make sure they become aware of shopping opportunities
- Don’t make the ports inaccessible, since tourists like to visit them
- Camping guests are loyal, although their accommodation is not 
expensive, ... but then sell extras 
- Make sure there are activities for kids, if you target children 
families
- Maintain your accommodation standard, since that is important 
for accommodation satisfaction, which impacts intention to return



Thank you !

Acknowledgment:  The data used in this paper is based on a survey undertaken by VisitDenmark in 2004.
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